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SUPDATA: ZRWAHOO, PEDRO VALDIVIA FROM MARIO GOVEA, DOMINICAN NEWSPAPER MAN WHO OBTAINED INFO FROM HERRERA. PLS PROTECT VALDIVIA.

RFD: INDEX, FILED 1400092.

REPORT CLASS CONFIDENTIAL CONTROLLED DISSEM DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.

SUBJ: ATTEMPTS OF THE 14TH OF JUNE MOVEMENT TO DETER RECOGNITION OF THE DOMINICAN TRIUMVIRATE BY THE UNITED STATES

DOI: 8 DEC 63 PADA: UNITED STATES, MIAMI (13 DEC 63) UFG-4258

APPR: 2

SOURCE: FORMER LATIN AMERICAN MILITARY OFFICER WHO AT ONE TIME RESIDED IN HAITI AND THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. HE STILL MAINTAINS FAIRLY CLOSE
FRIENDSHIPS WITH OFFICIALS OF THOSE COUNTRIES. SOURCE IS A TRAINED REPORTER AND HIS INFORMATION HAS BEEN RELIABLE IN THE PAST. THIS INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED FROM A CONTACT OF RAFAEL HERRERA.

2. SOURCE CONFIDENTIAL. HERRERA HAS PUBLICLY ANNOUNCED HIS SUPPORT
3. FIELD DISSEMINATION: NONE.